CASE ASSIGNMENTS

I received a case preference form from 28 of the 28 students who appear on the Blackboard page. The assignments are below. Everyone received his or her first or second choice (except for the student with the missing form, who was assigned so as to place 6-8 students in each case.) Please let the professor know as soon as possible if you have a problem with your assignment.

Students assigned to a case are expected to divide the other students in the class into roles relevant for the case, to introduce the case in the scheduled class, and to direct the class discussion of the case. See the tips posted on the class web page.

Case #1: Federal Housing Policy

Daniel Apfel
Jacqueline Buchanan
Madeleine Hamlin
In Hyun Jeon
James Kelley
Sarah Pirzada

Case #2: Promoting Neighborhood Integration

Sarah Argersinger
Brianna Carrier
Nicole Henger
May Maani
Stephen Ruppersburg
Enith Sanchez
Joseph Serbun
Carmen Smith

Case #3: Federal Welfare Reform

Njeri Berkley
Jinhui Kim
Margaret McLaughlin
Jonathan Muchin
Mary Stottele
Anna Swanson
Jenny Vandenbelt
Case #4: Community Economic Development

Grace Baranowski
Tomi Dapshi
Kurt Fire
Keely Hanson
Mark Kurtz
Ronald Mak
Rachel Sier